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Executive Summary


The purpose of this research study was to obtain a better understanding of China’s ski market and its
potential for Canada, British Columbia, and Alberta.



The research was conducted in two phases. While phase one involved a review of the secondary data
available on the Chinese ski market, this report presents findings from in person intercept interviews
conducted at three Chinese ski resorts: Yabuli, Beijing Huaibei, and Beijing Nanshan during February 413, 2012. Quotas were set for three different skier/snowboarder groups as follows:
o

High Interest: Travelled overseas to ski/snowboard in the past three years (n=150).

o

Medium Interest: Ski/snowboard at least twice per year and have travelled long-haul for a general
vacation (but not necessarily to ski/snowboard) in the past three years (n=150).

o

Low Interest: ski/snowboard at least twice per year and have not travelled abroad to
ski/snowboard in the past three years (n=200).



Skiers/snowboarders in the Low and Medium Interest groups are predominantly male but are more
evenly split in the High Interest group. The High Interest skiers, who are more likely to travel overseas
for a ski vacation, tend to be in a higher income bracket and are more likely to have a university
education, which fits the profile of the affluent Chinese travellers.



High Interest skiers/snowboarders most likely visited Japan and Switzerland on their last ski trip,
followed by Korea and Canada. On ski trips taken in the past 3 years, Canada fares much better placing
second behind only Japan.



While it is increasingly common for Chinese vacationers to include skiing or snowboarding as part of
their vacation, dedicated ski/snowboard vacations are not common. The High Interest group tends to
average about 2 days spent skiing/snowboarding on trips that average just under 10 days in duration.



Half of the High Interest skiers purchased travel packages with airfare, ski passes, and accommodations
the most likely components purchased. Low and Medium Interest groups are less likely to want a
complete package but the components sought are similar to the High Interest group with a higher
percentage wanting to have ski rentals included in the package.



Skiers are most likely to seek information from word of mouth, travel TV shows, destination websites,
and travel magazines. Travel agents are widely popular with all skiers although Internet travel suppliers
(e.g. ctrip.com) are growing in demand as a means to book a ski trip.



Good snow conditions are the obvious first choice for what a skier looks for when planning a
ski/snowboard trip. Affordability was the next most mentioned as a first choice for characteristics
sought when planning a trip to ski or snowboard. While skiing/snowboarding is the most popular
activity on a ski trip, sampling local flavours and taking in city and winter activities are also sought out.
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Canada places third behind Japan and Switzerland in unaided and aided awareness as a country for
skiing and snowboarding with very little awareness and knowledge about specific ski destinations. The
lack of knowledge about specific ski destinations was the top barrier that can be addressed by
marketing ski/snowboard destinations. Chinese skiers and snowboarders are also discouraged from
travelling outside of China to ski or snowboard because of time commitments, personal reasons, and
the cost of travelling overseas.



Realistically, this translates into about 5%1 of the High Interest group and less than 5% of the Low and
Medium Interest groups saying they would definitely travel to Canada in the next 2 years to ski or
snowboard.

1

Due to the nature of the convenience sample (i.e. predetermined quota for interviews at selected ski resorts) used for this
project, the percentages provide insights into the potential of the Chinese outbound ski market but should not be applied to
calculate the overall outbound ski market size from China. Deriving quantitative measures is outside of the scope of this study.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Introduction
Outbound travel from China has risen meteorically over the last few years, fuelled by rapid economic
growth, a rising middle class, less restrictive travel policies, and a desire to see how the other half lives.
Buoyed by a healthier economy and pent-up demand, Chinese travellers are ramping up their long-haul
vacations, taking more frequent trips, seeking out vacation spots that are further afield, and moving
toward independent travel. Aided by the boost of receiving ADS and increased direct air capacity,
Chinese overnight visits to Canada surged by over 20% in 2010, followed by another 20% in the first half
of 2011. In recognizing the opportunity that China represents, the CTC is dedicating additional resources
in order to begin more comprehensive promotional activities in this market.
By all outward appearances, the ski industry in China has exploded in recent years. According to figures
from the Chinese Ski Association, the number of skiers in China grew from 10,000 to around a reported
5 million between 1996 and the end of 2010, while the number of ski facilities bloomed from nine to
nearly 200. Over this 15-year time span, skiing has evolved from a niche activity, enjoyed by a dedicated
few, to a full-blown industry replete with competitive-grade ski runs, state-of-the-art equipment, luxury
hotels, high-end condo developments, and western-style après-ski activities.
With China anticipated to be one of the fastest growing tourism markets in the world, it would greatly
benefit Canada/British Columbia/Alberta to gain some firsthand knowledge on this market. A joint
research partnership has been established between Tourism British Columbia (part of British Columbia
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Innovation), Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation (on behalf of Travel
Alberta) and the Canadian Tourism Commission to commission a study of the China ski market and the
potential of attracting Chinese skiers to Canada/British Columbia/Alberta for a ski vacation.
To this end, a research study has been conducted with the overall objective to obtain a better
understanding of China’s ski market and its potential for Canada, British Columbia and Alberta.

Methodology
This study was conducted in two parts: Desk Research and In-person Surveys.
Desk Research:
The purpose of the desk research and literature scan was to secure, review and analyse relevant
research to gain a thorough understanding on current and emerging trends which are shaping and
influencing tourism product development, tourism travel patterns, and leisure time patterns for the
Chinese ski industry. Relevant literature (market profiles, articles and research reports) from various
sources such as the CTC, the Chinese Ski Association, other government organizations, and the Internet
was accessed in order to complete the desk research.
The following types of information were collected:
 Travel patterns and trends among Chinese skiers, for example, destinations visited, trends in
resort travel, other activities participated in, motivations, etc.;
 Information on the growth of the ski travel market in China, both domestic and outbound;
 Estimates on the size and potential of China’s ski market;
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External factors and conditions that might affect the industry; and
Characteristics of the ski industry in China, such as the number of ski/resort facilities, plans for
expansion, and the names of the key players in the industry.
This first phase of the research is reported in a separate report.
In-person Surveys:
The second phase of the research involved completing a total of 500 in-person interviews with skiers at
three Chinese ski resorts: Yabuli, Beijing Huaibei, and Beijing Nanshan. Data was collected during the
period of February 4-13, 2012. See Exhibit 1.1 for locations of Beijing area ski resorts and Exhibit 1.2 for
the location of the Yabuli Ski resort. Quotas were set for the following three groups:
1. High Interest Skiers/Snowboarders: Travelled overseas to ski/snowboard in the past three years
(n = 150).
2. Medium Interest Skiers/Snowboarders: Ski/snowboard at least twice per year and have
travelled long-haul for a general vacation (but not necessarily to ski/snowboard) in the past
three years (n = 150).
3. Low Interest Skiers/Snowboarders: ski/snowboard at least twice per year and have not
travelled abroad to ski/snowboard in the past three years (n = 200).
The objectives of the in-person interviews were to:







Assess the potential of China’s ski market;
Investigate China’s domestic and outbound ski/snowboard trends;
Determine Chinese skier/snowboarder characteristics and their ski/snowboard vacation
preferences;
Explore potential ski/snowboard product packaging and purchase channels;
Understand ski-related affiliations and media consumption; and
Determine awareness and attractiveness of Canada/BC/Alberta as a ski/snowboard destination
among Chinese skiers and snowboarders.

Due to the nature of the convenience sample (i.e. predetermined quota for interviews at selected ski
resorts) used for this project, the study results provide insights into the potential of the Chinese
outbound ski market but should not be applied to calculate the overall outbound ski market size from
China. Deriving quantitative measures is outside of the scope of this study.
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Exhibit 1.1.
1 Beijing Arrea Ski Resorts

Exhibit 1.2.
1 North-Easst China Ski Resorts
R
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Chap
pter 2 – Profile
e of Skie
ers and Demoggraphicss
Profile of Skiers
Local ressidents are un
ndoubtedly th
he largest markets for the three resortss. Nearly all skiers at the H
Huaibei
(99%) an
nd the Nanshan (92%) Ski Resorts were from Beijinng. The greatt majority of skiers (89%) at the
Yabuli Skki Resort were
e from within
n Heilongjiangg Province (Exxhibit 2.1).
Across all three interrest groups, the
t reported incidence of skiing only ttwice this seaason (2011/2012) is
higher than that of last season (2010/2011),, while the iincidence of skiing threee or more times is
somewhat lower, parrticularly for the
t High Interest group (a t 35% vs. 50%
%). Although this would in
ndicate
that skie
ers are skiing less frequenttly this season
n, it is importtant to note tthat the data was collected early
in the current ski seasson (Exhibit 2.2).
2
Of the vaarious ski club
bs that respo
ondents reporrted to be meembers of, th
he Penguin (37%), Xuefengg (22%)
and Beijing Huaibei In
nternational (18%) Ski Club
bs were the m
most frequenttly cited (Exhiibit 2.3).

Exhibit 2.1.
2 Home Citty / Province

Yabuli
Y
Ski Ressort:
Located in Heilongjiang Province

Hu
uaibei Ski Ressort:
Loccated near Beeijing
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Exhibit 2.2.
2 Skiing Fre
equency

Base: All Respondents (n=500)

Exhibit 2.3.
2 Ski Club Membership
M
E2. Are you a m ember of a ski clu
ub or association?
?
Pe
enguin Ski Club

Xue
efeng Ski Club

13%
13%
25%
%
3%

Online Ski Forum
ms (e.g. TTSki,
bbs.090.c
com.cn)

Nan
nshan Ski Club

6%

0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%

A2 Club

0%
0%

0%
%

30%

30%

13%

Professional Sk
ki Instructors of
Austria

38%
32%

0%

Beijing Huaibei In
nternational Ski
Club

Beijing Sunn
ny Valley Skiing
C
Club

39%

30%

High Interest (n=150)
Medium Interest (n=150)
200)
Low Interest (n=2

10%

13%
3%

5%

10%

15%

Base: All Respondents (n=500)
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Demographics/Profile
The male/female ratio at each of the ski resorts is generally 55/45, with the exception of the Beijing
Nanshan Ski Resort which skews toward male (62%). The High Interest group is more evenly split on
gender while the Low and Medium Interest groups skew more male.
The majority of skiers are under 35 years of age with 6 in 10 skiers at Huaibei (60%) and Yabuli (56%) in
this age group. Slightly more, or 8 in 10 were under 35 years of age at the Nanshan ski resort. Clearly,
the infancy of the ski industry in China is reflected in the younger age of its patrons. The Low Interest
group is more likely than the Medium and High Interest groups to be in this younger age cohort.
It follows that the High and Medium Interest skiers tend to earn higher incomes than the Low Interest
group, providing them with the means to travel outside of China. Nearly half of the Low Interest skiers
earned below 10,000 RMB (~$1,600 CAD) per month. Furthermore, the majority of skiers at the Yabuli
Ski Resort also earn less than 10,000 RMB monthly, likely due to the difference in income per capita
between Beijing and the Heilongjiang Province.
Skiers are generally well educated, with more than half of each group being university educated and
another one in four having earned a college degree. Among the ski resorts, younger, married, university
educated respondents tend to be drawn more towards the Beijing Nanshan ski resort (80%) (Exhibit
2.4/2.5).
Exhibit 2.4. Respondent Demographics by Ski Resort
Yabuli
Ski Resort
(n = 170)

Beijing Huaibei
Ski Resort
(n = 165)

Beijing Nanshan
Ski Resort
(n = 165)

18-24

21%

22%

30%

25-34

35%

38%

54%

35-54

41%

36%

15%

55+

4%

3%

1%

Male

55%

55%

62%

Female

45%

45%

38%

Single

69%

58%

38%

Married / Common law

31%

41%

61%

Other

0%

1%

0%

Children in Household

Yes

46%

32%

25%

No

54%

68%

75%

Household Income

Below 10,000 RMB (~$1,600 CAD)

56%

23%

15%

Per Month

10,000 to 19,999 RMB (~$1,600 to ~$3,200 CAD)

40%

42%

56%

20,000 RMB or above (~$3,200+ CAD)

4%

35%

29%

Up to High School

9%

21%

5%

Technical / Vocational Training

2%

5%

1%

College

35%

23%

15%

University

48%

38%

64%

Post Graduate or above

5%

13%

16%

Age

Gender

Marital Status

Education
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Exhibit 2.5. Respondent Demographics by Skier Type

Age

Gender

Marital Status

High Interest
(n = 150)

Medium Interest
(n = 150)

Low Interest
(n = 200)

18-24

23%

28%

23%

25-34

40%

36%

49%

35-54

34%

35%

26%

55+

3%

1%

3%

Male

51%

59%

61%

Female

49%

41%

40%

Single

58%

57%

51%

Married / Common law

41%

43%

48%

1%

0%

0%

Yes

41%

36%

29%

No

59%

64%

72%

Other
Children in Household

Household Income

Below 10,000 RMB (~$1,600 CAD)

20%

21%

49%

Per Month

10,000 to 19,999 RMB (~$1,600 to ~$3,200 CAD)

50%

53%

37%

20,000 RMB or above (~$3,200+ CAD)

30%

26%

14%

Up to High School

7%

13%

15%

Technical / Vocational Training

1%

4%

2%

College

25%

25%

23%

University

52%

49%

49%

Post Graduate or above

14%

9%

12%

Education

The High Interest group are more likely to be serious skiers/snowboarders - 16% are advanced or expert level
skiers, 50% have skied three or more times last year, and 21% have ski club memberships. The Low and
Medium Interest groups are more likely to be beginner or intermediate level skiers/snowboarders with a
majority of both groups skiing/snowboarding two times or less last ski season (Exhibit 2.6).

Exhibit 2.6. Respondent Profile – Ski Characteristics
High Interest
(n = 150)
Ski / Snowboard
This Season

Medium Interest
(n = 150)

Low Interest
(n = 200)

One time

27%

9%

17%

Two times

37%

61%

44%

Three or more times

35%

30%

39%

Ski / Snowboard

One time

15%

10%

22%

Last Season

Two times

35%

55%

36%

Three or more times

50%

35%

43%

-

3%

4%

Beginner (learning to manuever, control speed and stop, snowplow turns)

31%

55%

47%

Intermediate (comfortably ski and/or snowboard on intermediate terrain)

52%

43%

49%

Advanced (can confidently ski and/or snowboard on all kinds of terrain)

15%

-

1%

Expert (ski/snowboard instructor, professional skier/snowboarder etc.)

1%

-

-

Yes

21%

7%

4%

No

79%

93%

96%

Ski Level

Ski Club Member

Just started
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Chapter 3 – Ski / Snowboard Trip Profiles
Destinations, Cost, Satisfaction, and Value for Money: High Interest Skiers – Past Trip
On an unaided basis, Japan (32%) was by far the most visited ski destination as indicated by
respondents, followed by Switzerland (23%), Korea (13%) and Canada (11%). In terms of Canadian
destinations, only Whistler (5%) and Vancouver (3%) were mentioned among the top 10 most visited
destinations. Surprisingly, the USA was only mentioned by 7% with no significant mentions of any
specific ski destination registering in the top ten (Exhibit 3.1).
The ski destination where skiers/snowboarders stayed the longest reflected the general patterns of their
last trip with Japan and Switzerland appearing at the top and Canada in a distant fourth (Exhibit 3.2).
Destinations for other ski trips taken in the past three years show Canada tied in second spot with
Switzerland behind Japan and ahead of Korea. This would indicate that currently Switzerland may be a
little more desirable as a location for skiing and snowboarding as Chinese skiers seek out new places to
ski (Exhibit 3.3).

Exhibit 3.1. Ski Destinations Visited by High Interest Skiers (All)
A2a. Where did you go on this trip?

Top Ten Countries - Unaided

Top Ten Destinations - Unaided
Hokkaido, Japan

11%

Switzerland
(General)

Japan

10%

The Alps,
Switzerland

Switzerland

9%

Myoko, Japan

5%

Whistler, Canada

5%

23%

Korea

8%

Korea (General)

32%

13%

Canada

11%

United States

Other Canadian Mentions

7%

France

6%

Canada (General) (2%)
Japan (General)

4%

Grouse Mountain Ski Resort (1%)
Banff (1%)
Big White Ski Resort (1%)
Silver Star Mountain Resort (1%)

Australia

3%

United Kingdom

3%

Engelberg-Titlis,
Switzerland

3%

Vancouver, Canada

3%

Austria

America (General)

3%

Malaysia

0%

20%

40%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Exhibit 3.2. Ski Destinations Visited by High Interest Skiers (Longest Stay)
A2b. Where did you stay the longest?

Top Ten Countries - Unaided

Top Ten Destinations - Unaided
11%

Hokkaido, Japan
Switzerland
(General)

Switzerland

10%

8%

Myoko, Japan
The Alps,
Switzerland

7%

21%

Korea

11%

Canada

11%

Korea (General)

5%

United States

Whistler, Canada

5%

France

7%

6%

United Kingdom

4%

Japan (General)

31%

Japan

3%

Vancouver, Canada

3%

Austria

2%

America (General)

3%

Australia

2%

La Plagne, France

3%

Malaysia

0%

20%

40%

1%
0%

20%

40%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)

Exhibit 3.3. Other Previous Trips – Destinations
A16. Thinking about the other holiday trips outside of China you have taken in the past three years where you skied
or snowboarded at least once, where did you go on these trips?

Top Ten Destinations - Unaided

Top Ten Countries - Unaided

23%

Japan (General)
Switzerland
(General)

18%

Hokkaido, Japan

9%

Canada (General)

9%

Korea (General)

9%

36%

Japan

Canada

18%

Switzerland

18%

Korea

Hakuba Ski Area,
Japan

5%

Vancouver, Canada

5%

Whistler, Canada

5%

Seoul, Korea

5%

Austria (General)

5%
0%

20%

14%

Austria

5%

France

5%

United States

5%

Sweden

5%

Germany

5%

40%

0%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Just overr half (56%) off the ski trips cost
c between 18,751 RMB and 30,000 RMB while justt under a third
d (30%)
were lesss than this am
mount (Exhibitt 3.4). When
n looking at thhe costs for trrips to the top
p four countriies (i.e.
Japan, Sw
witzerland, Ko
orea and Canaada) those reporting a tripp to Canada (n=17) tended
d to spend mo
ore, on
average, per person. Spending on a trip to Canaada tended too average closser to the higgh end of the 18,751
RMB to 30,000 RMB category (299,800 RMB) while
w
spendin g on a trip to the other ccountries ten
nded to
average closer
c
to the lo
ower end of that category (i.e.
( 22,000 RM
MB to 23,000 RMB).

Exhibit 3.4.
3 Trip Cost Per Person

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150).

The vast majority of the
t High Inte
erest group (8
87%) were veery satisfied, including alm
most four in 1
10 who
were verry satisfied with
w their last ski trip. Sligh
htly more (944%) were com
mpletely satissfied with theeir past
trip to Caanada. Similaarly, the vast majority (70%
% gave a 1 orr 2 rating on a scale of 1-5)) were pleaseed with
the monetary value that they rece
eived from th
heir most receent overseas ski trip whilee more than 9 in 10
travellers gave Canada a similar rating.
This mayy indicate thaat although Canada may be
b falling slighhtly out of favvour as a desstination (i.e. it was
more likely to be a destination
d
visited in the past
p
three yeears than on the last trip), those who visited
g
it a high
her rating for satisfaction and monetarry value than visitors gavee other destin
nations
Canada gave
they visitted (Exhibit 3.5).
3
This is certainly
c
good
d news in lighht of the fact that spendin
ng per trip is sslightly
higher on
n trips to Can
nada than to the
t other top three ski/snoowboard destinations.
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Exhibit 3.5. Previous Ski Trip Destinations – Satisfaction / Value for Money
A11. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with this ski trip?
A12. How would you rate this trip in terms of value for money?

Overall Satisfaction

Value For Money
Extremely high
value for money

38%

Very satisfied

25%

45%

2
49%

Satisfied

17%

3

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

9%

94% of travellers to
Canada were Satisfied
or Very Satisfied with
their trips.

0%

9%

4

3%

Dissatisfied

Extremely low value
for money

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

94% of travellers to
Canada gave their trip
a top 2 ranking in
value for money.

3%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)

Trip Characteristics
The majority (80%) of High Interest skiers spent less than two days skiing on their most recent overseas
ski/snowboard trip, despite mostly having gone on a trip for more than six nights (75%). This appears to
indicate that skiing is not necessarily the lone driver for taking a ski trip overseas, as supported by
previous research (China Ski Study 2012 - Desk Research). Among the activities listed, time spent on
other activities outside of the ski resort had the highest incidence (48%) of more than two days.
As for time spent within the ski resorts, the primary reason for visiting a ski resort was to ski/snowboard.
Only a third (34%) of High Interest skiers spent more than a day doing other activities on the resort
(Exhibit 3.6).
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Exhibit 3.6. Ski Trip Itinerary – High Interest Group
A2c. On this trip, how many nights, in total, were you away from home?
A3. Approximately how many days did you spend doing the following on that trip?

Three nights or
less

0%
Travel

Four to six
nights

5%

50%

45%

25%
Skiing/snowboarding

Seven to
thirteen nights

66%

Fourteen to
twenty nights

23%

48%

18%

1.7
Days

2.1
Days

20%

51%

29%

Other activities on
resort

More than
twenty nights

Average
Time

Time Spent On…

Length of Stay

11%

1.3
Days

9%

Average length of
stay was 9 days.

Other activities off
resort

3.3
Days

48%

30%

22%

0%
0%

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

20%

40%

60%

80%

No time

Up to one day

One or two days

More than two days

100%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)

Medium and Low Interest groups were asked about the characteristics and types of activities and experiences
they are looking for in an ideal overseas (i.e. outside China) ski/snowboard vacation. These two groups were
more likely to want a shorter trip between two to six nights (53% for the Low Interest groups and 47% for the
Medium Interest group). The large majority would want to spend at least some time at a ski resort but, not
more than one or two nights. Of those wanting to stay at a resort, eight in ten (79%) of the Medium Interest
group and just over five in ten (55%) of the Low Interest group want to spend only one or two nights at the
resort.
The amount of time they would like to spend skiing/snowboarding is one to three days (86% for the Low
Interest groups and 78% for the Medium Interest group) (Exhibit3.7).
Travel arrangements for ideal trips among the Medium and Low Interest groups tend to reflect the previous
trip taken by those in the High Interest group. In particular, approximately one in five travel with one other
person, two in five travel with 2-3 other people, while a further two in five travel with more than 4 others.
These travel companions are most likely to be friends or a spouse/significant other (Exhibit3.8).
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Exhibit 3.7. Trip Characteristics by Skier Type
High Interest1
(n = 150)
Length of Trip

2

Length of Resort Stay

Days Spent Skiing/Snowboarding

Low Interest
(n = 200)

0%

7%

13%

Four to six nights

25%

40%

40%

Seven to thirteen nights

Two to three nights

Plan to Stay at Ski Resort

Medium Interest
(n = 150)

66%

39%

35%

Fourteen to twenty nights

9%

8%

9%

Twenty-one nights or more

0%

3%

2%

Yes, for entire trip

N/A

13%

23%

Yes, for part of trip

N/A

59%

64%

No

N/A

24%

11%

One night

N/A

26%

19%

Two nights

N/A

43%

36%

Three or four nights

N/A

23%

33%

Five nights or more

N/A

8%

12%

One day

N/A

32%

19%

Two to three days

N/A

54%

59%

Four to six days

N/A

4%

15%

Seven to thirteen days

N/A

1%

4%

Fourteen to twenty days

N/A

2%

2%

Twenty-one days or more

N/A

1%

0%

1

Results based on previous ski trip.

2

Base: Those who said they would stay at a ski resort for part of their trip.

Exhibit 3.8. Trip Profiles by Skier Type – Travel Arrangements
High Interest1
(n = 150)
Size of travel group

5%

1%

1%

Two

17%

21%

19%

Three or four

38%

41%

42%

Five to ten

33%

36%

37%

8%

1%

2%

Friends

49%

57%

63%

Wife/husband/girlfriend/boyfriend

25%

59%

57%

7%

23%

15%

Father/mother

11%

13%

16%

Organized group/club

13%

5%

6%

7%

5%

9%

11%

1%

2%

Child

Other relatives
Business associates

5%

1%

1%

Mid-priced hotel / motel

48%

45%

57%

Luxury hotel / resort

28%

26%

22%

Home of friends or relatives

13%

11%

4%

Country Inn / bed and breakfast

5%

6%

7%

Youth hostel / university accommodation

1%

7%

6%

Second home / timeshare

1%

2%

3%

Rented condo/ cottage / lodge

3%

2%

2%

Campground or trailer park

0%

0%

1%

Travelling alone
Accommodation type

Base: All respondents (n = 500).
1

Low Interest
(n = 200)

One

More than ten
Travel Companion

Medium Interest
(n = 150)

Results based on previous trip.
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Travel Packages
Travel packages were purchased by half of the High Interest skiers on a past trip (49%). Moreover, about
a third (32%) of Medium Interest skiers and less than half (44%) of the Low Interest skiers indicated they
would likely purchase a travel package for a ski/snowboard vacation in the future.
The most commonly cited components of the travel packages purchased by the High Interest group
were airfare (80%), lift tickets/ski pass (59%), and full accommodations (50%). Low and Medium Interest
groups are less likely to want a complete package but the components sought are similar with a higher
percentage wanting to have ski rentals included in the package. Other travel package components cited
among the top five mentions for High Interest skiers included travel insurance (45%) and equipment
rentals (32%), and some meals (31%) (Exhibit 3.9/3.10).
Exhibit 3.9. Travel Packages – Previous Trips by High Interest Skiers
A5. Did you purchase a package that includes several components of the trip?
A6. What components were included in that package?

Components Included in Travel Package
Airfare to destination

80%
59%

Lift tickets / ski pass
All accommodation

50%
45%

Travel insurance
32%

Equipment rentals

31%

Some meals

28%

Admissions to attractions and entertainment
Some accommodation

49% of High Interest Skiers
purchased a travel package
on their last skiing trip.

27%
19%

Skiwear rentals
Short excursions/sightseeing tours

19%
18%

All meals
All components

15%
11%

Airfare within country

8%

Other transportation within country

8%

Rental car
3%

Ski school /lessons/private instructors
0%

20%

40%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Exhibit 3.10.
3
Travel Packages
P
– Future Trips byy Medium and
d Low Interesst Skiers

Base: Med
dium Interest and
d Low Interest Skiers
S
(n=350)
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Booking Methods
The mosst popular me
ethods for bo
ooking a ski trrip for the Higgh Interest grroup were Internet based either
through a travel agen
nt via Interne
et (43%) or th
hrough an In ternet travell supplier (e.gg. ctrip.com) (39%).
t phone, w
was somewhat less popular (27%). Boo
oking a
Booking with a travel agent, in perrson or over the
ski/snow
wboard trip th
hough an airline website, through a skki destination’’s reservation
n system, in-person
with an airline,
a
or dire
ectly with the
e hotel was co
omparatively less popular (Exhibit 3.11).
Exhibit 3.11.
3
Bookingg Methods – Previous
P
Trips by High Inteerest Skiers

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Booking methods thatt Medium and
d Low Interestt groups woulld use are som
mewhat similaar with travel agents
via Intern
net and Intern
net travel supplier (e.g. ctrip.com) ratingg very high alo
ong with the u
use of a traveel agent
either in person or ove
er the phone (Exhibit 3.12)

Exhibit 3.12.
3
Bookingg Methods – Future
F
Trips by
b Medium aand Low Interrest Skiers

Base: Med
dium Interest and
d Low Interest Skiers
S
(n=350)
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Informa
ation Sourcces
The mosst popular sources of information amo
ong High Inteerest skiers fo
or their past trip included
d travel
shows (4
41%), destinattion websitess (40%), ski/sn
nowboard peeers (37%), an
nd travel maggazines (35%). First
person in
nformation (i.e. ski/snowb
board buddiess and other w
word of moutth), when taken as a wholee, is by
far the most
m importan
nt reference source
s
for plaanning a trip ((47%) (Exhibit 3.13).
erest groups use
u similar information soources when cconsidering aand overseas ski trip
Low and Medium Inte
although
h Low Interesst skiers are less influence
ed by their s ki/snowboard
d buddies (22%) than thee other
groups (EExhibit 3.13/3
3.14).

Exhibit 3.13.
3
Information Sources for Planning Ski Trips – P revious Tripss by High Inteerest Skiers

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Exhibit 3.14.
3
Information Sources for Planning Ski Trips – Fu
uture Trips b
by Medium an
nd Low Intereest
Skiers

Base: Med
dium Interest and
d Low Interest Skiers
S
(n=350)

Prefere
ences of Skii Trip Attrib
butes and Activities
A
While ovver three quarters of all skkiers/snowboarders menti oned “good ssnow conditio
ons” as one o
of their
top five choices whe
en planning a ski/snowboard trip, surpprisingly onlyy four in ten (41%) of the High
Interest group and ju
ust over three
e in 10 of the
e Low Intereest (33%) and
d Medium Intterest (35%) ggroups
made it their top ch
hoice for plan
nning a ski/snowboard trrip. Skiers/ssnowboarderrs at the Yab
buli Ski
Resort were
w
also morre likely than
n those at the
e Beijing resoorts to mentio
on “good sno
ow conditions” as a
priority when
w
plannin
ng a ski/snowboarder trip.
ordability” off a trip was mentioned
m
as a first choicee when plann
ning a ski/sno
owboard trip by just
The “affo
over two
o in ten in all groups. As one
o of the top
p five choices,, it garnered just over halff of all mentio
ons for
the High
h Interest gro
oup (53%) an
nd almost two-thirds (63%
%) of the Low
w and Mediu
um Interest ggroups.
Skiers/sn
nowboarders at the Beijjing ski reso
orts (who haad a higher proportion of beginnerr level
skiers/sn
nowboarders)) were more likely to men
ntion affordabbility as a top
p choice than those at the Yabuli
ski resortt.
Practical consideratio
ons such as co
onvenient traavel from Chiina, availabiliity of ski packages, reliabiility ski
facility were
w
the next highest ranke
ed for first ch
hoice when pllanning a ski//snowboard ttrip.
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In terms of total mentions, a ski area that has magnificent scenery was a top five characteristic for all
interest groups (i.e., ranked second at 62% for High Interest group and third for the Low and Medium
Interest groups – 57% and 59%, respectively) when considering all mentions but did not gather more
than five percent as a first choice across all interest groups. (Exhibit 3.15/3.16).
Exhibit 3.15. Previous Ski Trips – Desirable Characteristics for High Interest Skiers
A14. Please indicate the top 5 characteristics you are looking for when planning a ski/snowboard trip.

Characteristics – All Mentions
Good snow condition

80%

A ski area that has magnificent scenery

62%

Affordability

53%

Reliable ski facility

39%

Variety of ski runs suitable for each skill level

28%

Variety of accommodation and restaurant choices

27%

Availability of Chinese restaurants

26%

Convenient travel from China

25%

Availability of ski packages

25%

A ski area that is not crowded

24%

Variety of entertainment venues

23%

A ski area that has a renowned reputation / positive reviews

17%

•
•
•
•
•

16%

Chinese language services
A ski area that has history and culture

15%

Has a spa or hot springs

11%
9%

Close distance to China
Good ski equipment rental shop

9%

A ski area that has a luxurious ambiance

4%

First Choice – Top Mentions
Good snow condition (41%)
Affordability (23%)
Convenient travel from China (8%)
Availability of ski packages (6%)
Reliable ski facility (6%)

3%

Good ski /snowboard instruction programs
Has a nursery or children's playground

3%
0%

20%

40%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Exhibit 3.16. Future Ski Trips – Desirable Characteristics for Medium and Low Interest Skiers
B7. Please indicate the top 5 characteristics you are looking for when planning a ski/snowboard trip.

Characteristics – All Mentions
Good snow condition
63%
63%
59%
57%

Affordability
A ski area that has magnificent scenery
Reliable ski facility
Variety of accommodation / restaurant choices
Availability of ski packages
Convenient travel from China
Chinese language services
A ski area that is not crowded
Availability of Chinese restaurants
Renowned reputation / positive reviews
Variety of ski runs suitable for each skill level
Variety of entertainment venues
8%

A ski area that has history and culture
Has a spa or hot springs
Close distance to China
3%

Good ski equipment rental shop

45%
39%
29%
32%
28%
27%
28%
25%
24%
27%
26%
19%
First Choice – Top Mentions
23%
21%
Medium Interest
Low Interest
18%
24%
•Good snow condition (35%)
•Good snow condition (33%)
16%
21%
15%
•Affordability (26%)
•Affordability (21%)
16%

14%
13%
9%
7%
10%

12%
5%
6%
9%
3%
3%
6%

A ski area that has a luxurious ambiance
Has a nursery or children's playground
Good ski /snowboard instruction programs
0%

75%
74%

20%

•Convenient travel from China (13%) •Convenient travel from China (15%)
•Reliable ski facility (5%)

•Availability of ski packages (9%)

•Magnificent scenery (5%)

•Close distance to China (5%)

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Medium Interest and Low Interest Skiers (n=350)

The top five activities and experiences mentioned for ski/snowboard trips were not surprisingly,
skiing/snowboarding, followed by sampling local flavours, city activities (e.g. sightseeing), other winter
activities and visiting parks and wilderness areas. All Interest groups were similar in the ranking of the
top five choices.
Skiing/snowboarding also sits as the first choice across all Interest groups. After this, no other activity or
experience is mentioned as the top choice in any of the groups by more than ten percent of respondents
(with the exception of other winter activities at 14% for the Low Interest group) (Exhibit 3.17/3.18).
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Exhibit 3.17. Previous Ski Trips – Activities and Experiences
A15. Please indicate the top 5 activities and experiences you are looking for when planning a ski/snowboard trip.

Activities and Experiences – All Mentions
Skiing/snowboarding

86%
68%

Sampling local flavors
City activities

64%
59%

Other winter activities
37%

Visiting parks /wilderness areas
27%

Enjoying arts and culture
22%

Attending spectator sporting events
Entertainment experiences

20%

Touring by car, bus, boat or train

19%

Dining at Chinese restaurants

19%

Shopping at name brand stores

19%

Shopping for souvenirs and gifts

•
•
•
•
•
•

19%
13%

Other outdoor activities

11%

Relaxing at a spa or hot springs

10%

Staying at a luxury resort

First Choice – Top Mentions
Skiing/snowboarding (70%)
Other winter activities (8%)
City activities (7%)
Attending spectator sporting events (6%)
Sampling local flavors (4%)
Enjoying arts and culture (3%)

5%

Shopping for outdoor gear / equipment
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)

Exhibit 3.18. Future Ski Trips – Activities and Experiences
B8. Now, please indicate the top 5 activities and experiences you are looking for when planning a ski/snowboard trip.

Activities and Experiences – All Mentions
Skiing/snowboarding

78%

84%

67%
69%

Sampling local flavors
53%

Other winter activities

59%
57%
53%

City activities
32%

Visiting parks /wilderness areas

38%

31%

Enjoying arts and culture

23%
24%
28%

Shopping for souvenirs and gifts

22%

Dining at Chinese restaurants
Attending spectator sporting events

27%
27%

22%
20%
25%

Other outdoor activities

16%
18%
14%
15%
15%
13%
13%
14%
13%
13%
10%
9%

Shopping at name brand stores
Shopping for outdoor gear / equipment
Entertainment experiences
Relaxing at a spa or hot springs
Touring by car, bus, boat or train
Staying at a luxury resort
0%

20%

First Choice – Top Mentions
Low Interest

Medium Interest
•Skiing/snowboarding (77%)

•Skiing/snowboarding (64%)

•Other winter activities (9%)

•Other winter activities (14%)

•Sampling local flavours (5%)

•Other outdoor activities (4%)

•Other outdoor activities (4%)

•Attending spectator sporting events (4%)

•Attending spectator sporting events (4%) •Sampling local flavours (4%)
•Enjoying arts and culture (2%)

40%

60%

Medium Interest (n = 150)

•City activities (4%)

80%

Low Interest (n = 200)

Base: Medium Interest and Low Interest Skiers (n=350)
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Chapter 4 – Awareness of Ski/Snowboard
Destinations
Unaided Destination Awareness
In general, the top two places that come to mind for skiing/snowboarding are either Japan or
Switzerland, across all three interest groups. For the High Interest group, this is a similar ranking to the
unaided mentions of destinations visited on their last trip. Canada places a solid third (18%) in unaided
awareness for the High Interest group despite placing behind Korea in unaided mentions of countries
visited on their last trip. Canada was mentioned as a place to ski or snowboard by about one in 10 of
the Low Interest (15%) and the Medium Interest groups (10%).
While it was very difficult for the Medium and Low Interest groups to come up with mentions of specific
resorts to visit, Whistler (7%) was the only resort to crack the top ten destinations mentioned by the
High Interest group (Exhibit 4.1/4.2/4.3).
Exhibit 4.1. Unaided Destination Awareness – High Interest Skiers
D1. When you think of places to ski or snowboard outside of China, which ones first come to mind?

Top Ten Countries

Top Destinations
The Alps,
Switzerland

13%

Switzerland
(general)

13%

25%

Japan

11%

Hokkaido, Japan

29%

Switzerland

18%

Canada

7%

Canada (general)

10%

America
7%

Whistler, Canada

6%

America (general)

Tokyo, Japan

5%

Japan (general)

5%

France (general)

5%

Other Canadian Mentions1
Vancouver (n=3)
Lake Louise (n=1)
Banff (n=1)
Sun Peaks (n=1)

0%

20%

40%

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
1

5%

Korea

5%

2%

Italy

3%

Korea (general)

France

Destinations were mentioned by 1% of respondents or fewer.
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Exhibit 4.2. Unaided Destination Awareness – Medium Interest Skiers
D1. When you think of places to ski or snowboard outside of China, which ones first come to mind?

Top Countries

Top Destinations
Hokkaido, Japan

13%

Switzerland
(general)

13%

Japan (general)

Japan

30%

Switzerland

18%

11%

America
America (general)

11%

9%

Canada (general)

Canada

7%

The Alps,
Switzerland

France

5%

France (general)

3%

Tokyo, Japan

3%

7%

Other Canadian Mentions1

4%

Austria (general)

10%

Sun Peaks (n=1)

Korea

5%

Austria

5%

United Kingdom
Busan, Korea

2%

Seoul, Korea

2%

Vancouver,
Canada

2%
0%

20%

2%

Australia

1%

New Zealand

1%

0%

40%

20%

40%

Base: Medium Interest Skiers (n=150)
1

Destinations were mentioned by 1% of respondents or fewer.

Exhibit 4.3. Unaided Destination Awareness – Low Interest Skiers
D1. When you think of places to ski or snowboard outside of China, which ones first come to mind?

Top Countries

Top Destinations
Switzerland (general)

15%

Japan (general)

11%

Canada (general)

11%

The Alps, Switzerland

11%

Hokkaido, Japan

Japan

26%

Switzerland

26%

Canada
America

7%

Korea

7%

10%

America (general)

5%

Korea (general)

3%

France (general)

2%

Austria (general)

2%

Busan, Korea

2%

MountFuji, Japan

2%

Tokyo, Japan
Seoul, Korea

Other Canadian Mentions1
Big White Ski Resort (n=2)
Banff (n=1)

France

2%

Austria

2%

Denmark

1%

Norway

1%

Europe

1%

2%

United Kingdom

1%

2%

Italy

1%

Lake Louise (n=1)
Montreal (n=1)
Whistler (n=1)
Vancouver (n=1)

0%

20%

0%

40%

Base: Low Interest Skiers (n=200)
1

15%

Destinations were mentioned by 1% of respondents or fewer.
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Aided Destination Aware
eness
Respond
dents were asked about their level of kn
nowledge of sski/snowboarrd opportunitties in six cou
untries:
Japan, Sw
witzerland, Canada,
C
South
h Korea, the United Statees, and Francce. In terms of total awaareness
(i.e. have
e heard of it), Canada rankks third behind Japan and SSwitzerland aacross all Inteerest groups.
While to
otal awarenesss for Canada as a ski/snow
wboard destiination is veryy high, there is a long wayy to go
to educaate skiers/sno
owboarders about
a
the op
pportunities aat specific destinations in the country.. Over
half of the High Interest skiers/sn
nowboarderss in Japan (566%) and Swittzerland (54%
%) know abo
out the
ski/snow
wboard opporrtunities in th
hese countrie
es, while justt over a third
d (34%) have the same levels of
awarene
ess for opporrtunities in Canada
C
(Exhibit 4.4). Me dium and Lo
ow Interest ggroups exhib
bit less
knowledge about opp
portunities for skiing and snowboarding
s
g in Canada (224% and 25%
%, respectivelyy) than
their Higgh Interest counterparts (EExhibit 4.5/4.6
6).
Exhibit 4.4.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Cou
untries) – Hig h Interest Skkiers

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)
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Exhibit 4.5.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Cou
untries) – Meedium Interesst Skiers

Base: Med
dium Interest Skiers (n=150)

Exhibit 4.6.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Cou
untries) – Low
w Interest Skiiers

Base: Low Interest Skiers (n=200)
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Aided Awarenes
ss – Cana
adian Ski Destinatio
D
ons
Respond
dents were also
a
asked ab
bout their le
evel of know
wledge about a specific liist of Canadian ski
destinatiions. Whistle
er was by far the
t most reco
ognized ski deestination by about a two to one margin over
the next closest destination – Lake
e Louise Ski Area.
A
While j ust two in fivve (40%) High
h Interest skieers had
heard off Whistler, jusst over one in five (23%) knew at leasst a little about it. The reesidual effect of the
2010 Winter Olympics may be a faactor in the high level of aw
wareness for Whistler.
No other ski destinattion registere
ed over 10% on the know
wledge scale ((i.e., have heeard of it and
d knew
about it) (Exhibit 4.7).
Exhibit 4.7.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Can
nadian Ski Deestinations) – High Interesst Skiers

Base: High Interest Skiers (n=150)

The rankkings of the ski
s destinatio
ons on knowledge among the Low and
d Medium Interest groups were
similar to
o that of the High Interesst group altho
ough, total a wareness sco
ores were siggnificantly lesss than
that of th
he High Intere
est group (Exhibit 4.8/4.9)).
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Exhibit 4.8.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Can
nadian Ski Deestinations) – Medium Inteerest Skiers

Base: Med
dium Interest Skiers (n=150)

Exhibit 4.9.
4 Aided Destination Aw
wareness (Can
nadian Ski Deestinations) – Low Interestt Skiers

Base: Low Interest Skiers (n=200)
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Chap
pter 5 – Future
e Ski / Snowbo
oard Traavel Inteentions
Future
e Ski Trips
s Outside of China
While just over half of
o the High In
nterest skierss feel they w ill likely be trravelling outsside of China in the
next two
o years to ski//snowboard (52%,
(
includin
ng only 27% w
who are defin
nitely likely), aabout a third
d of the
Low and
d Medium Intterest groupss make this claim
c
(both 229% very likeely /definitelyy). Overall, 3
35% of
responde
ents surveyed
d are definite
ely or very likkely going to ttravel outsidee of China to ski in the neext two
years (Exxhibit 5.1).
Among those
t
not like
ely to travel outside of China for skiinng in the nexxt two years, the most co
ommon
reason given
g
by the majority of High
H
Interest skiers is the lack of timee they have (5
56%). Likewisse, the
Medium Interest skie
ers are also mainly
m
discouraged by the lack of available time theey have (63%
%). Low
Interest skiers, on the
e other hand, indicated the
e cost of trav elling overseaas (62%) as th
he strongest barrier
to travell, most likely correlated to
t the higherr percentage of this group
p who are in
n the lower income
bracket (Exhibit
(
5.2).

Exhibit 5.1.
5 Future Skki Trips – Likelihood and Barriers
B

Base: All Respondents (n=500)
1

Those who are not likely to
t travel overseaas to ski/snowbo
oard in the nextt two years (n=1552).
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Exhibit 5.2. Future Ski Trips – Likelihood and Barriers by Skier Type
C1. In the next two years, how likely is it that you will take a holiday trip outside of China where you will
ski/snowboard at least once while on the trip?
C2. Please indicate why you won’t be likely to travel overseas to ski/snowboard in the next two years?
High Interest
(n = 150)

Medium Interest
(n = 150)

Low Interest
(n = 200)

Likelihood of Travelling

Definitely

27%

13%

11%

Outside of China

Very likely

25%

16%

18%

Somewhat likely

32%

35%

38%

Not very likely

16%

34%

28%

Not at all likely

1%

3%

6%

No time / difficult to take longer period off from work/study

56%

63%

38%

Too expensive to travel overseas

22%

35%

62%

Personal reasons

4%

25%

25%

Lack of knowledge about overseas ski areas

0%

16%

29%

No need to go overseas to ski and/or snowboard

22%

12%

19%

Prefer skiing/snowboarding domestically

22%

9%

9%

Language difficulties

0%

7%

16%

Already travelled overseas / do not plan to take another trip

33%

5%

0%

Unfamiliar with overseas travel

0%

5%

10%

Too much hassle at airports and borders

0%

7%

4%

Concerned about safety and health

4%

5%

4%

Difficult to obtain a visitor VISA

0%

4%

3%

Not interested in travelling overseas

0%

2%

3%

No one to go with

0%

2%

1%

Difficult to arrange overseas travel

0%

4%

0%

Lack of ski/snowboard tour packages available

0%

0%

1%

1

Barriers to Travel

Base: All Respondents (n=500)
1

Those who are not likely to travel overseas to ski/snowboard in the next two years (High Interest n=27, Medium Interest n=57,

Low Interest n=68).

Future Ski Trips to Canada
Respondents were asked to indicate their level of interest in, and likelihood of, taking a ski/snowboard
trip to Canada in the next two years. While interest is high, the likelihood of taking such a trip is
relatively low.
The majority (85%) of the High Interest group indicated that they were at least somewhat interested;
while very few (12%) indicated a strong interest in the idea. Low and Medium Interest groups were less
likely to be interested in, but still enthusiastic about a trip to Canada (71% and 65%, respectively)
(Exhibit 5.3).
When asked how realistic this ski/snowboard trip to Canada was in the next two years, most reduced
their outlook substantially. High Interest respondents remained the most enthusiastic as just over one
quarter (26%) felt this trip was very likely or definite (6%). Half that amount in the Low (17%, including
2% who were definite) and Medium (14%, including 3% who were definite) Interest groups showed that
level of commitment to such a trip.
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Realistically, this translates into about 5%2 of the High Interest group and less than 5% of the Low and
Medium Interest groups saying they would definitely travel to Canada in the next 2 years to ski or
snowboard (Exhibit 5.3).

Exhibit 5.3. Future Ski Trips – Interest in Ski/Snowboard Trip to Canada in Next 2 Years.
D3. How interested are you in taking a ski/snowboard trip to Canada in the next two years?
D4. Realistically, how likely are you to take a ski/snowboard trip to Canada in the next two years?

Interest in Trip to Canada

Likelihood of Trip to Canada
6%

12%

8%

Very Interested

3%

Definitely

2%

High Interest (n = 150)

13%
20%
73%

11%

Very Likely

Low Interest (n = 200)

15%

57%

Somewhat Interested

Medium Interest (n = 150)

42%

58%
32%

Somewhat Likely
13%

31%
32%

Not Very Interested

27%

22%

48%

Not Very Likely

43%
2%
5%

3%

Not at All Interested

6%

Not at all Likely

8%
0%

10%
20%

40%

60%

80%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Base: All Respondents (n=500)

2

Due to the nature of the convenience sample (i.e. predetermined quota for interviews at selected ski resorts) used for this
project, the percentages provide insights into the potential of the Chinese outbound ski market but should not be applied to
calculate the overall outbound ski market size from China. Deriving quantitative measures is outside of the scope of this study.
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Chapter 6 – Considerations
Poised for Travel
High and Medium Interest skiers/snowboarders are affluent and educated and accustomed to long-haul
travel. While Japan and Switzerland may be top of mind ski destinations, Canada is in the back of their
mind as a destination they have visited in the past three years. These skiers may be poised for a return
trip to Canada as we see an increase in the number of low-cost airlines, more direct air routes to longhaul destinations and more discounted package prices online. British Columbia stands out as a place
that Chinese travellers are likely to visit in the next two years, giving an edge to ski destinations that are
ready to market themselves to the Chinese skier/snowboarder.
Competitive Destinations
Clearly the competition for ski vacations lies in Japan and Switzerland, either equal or better in terms of
ski experiences offered. If Canada is to compete with these two destinations they will have to offer ski
packages that include not only airfare to the destination but also accommodations, meals, lift tickets,
travel insurance, equipment and skiwear rentals, admissions to other attractions, and other short
excursions or sightseeing tours.
The ideal ski destination must be promoted as a reliable ski facility with good snow conditions set in
magnificent scenery – all at an affordable price. Secondary to this the ski destination must present
options to attract the Chinese ski/snowboard traveller, in terms of ski runs for all levels of ability, a
variety of ski packages, a variety restaurants and accommodation choices and, a range of entertainment
choices.
Varied Activities and Experiences
High Interest skiers/snowboarders are likely to take trips of that average just under 10 days of which
about 2 days are spent skiing/snowboarding so resorts that offer other activities both at the resort and
off the resort will be in a better position to attract these travellers. Chinese travellers have an appetite
for trying to see and do everything on a vacation trip. Destinations that offer other winter activities,
beyond skiing and snowboarding, such as city trips, sampling local flavours, visits to wilderness areas,
taking in arts, cultural, sporting and entertainment experiences, along with opportunities to dine and
shop will be attractive to this group of travellers.
Reaching Chinese Consumers
While travel agents and Internet travel suppliers (e.g. ctrip.com) are the top choices for booking a ski
vacation, word of mouth and television travel shows reach the biggest percentage of Chinese ski and
snowboard consumers. Other means of reaching these consumers include destination websites, articles
in travel/in-flight magazines, travel blogs, podcasts and forums, consumer travel shows and exhibitions,
travel agents, and online advertising.
Barriers to Overcome
The large majority of Chinese skiers/snowboarders are not highly skilled. Only 16% of the High Interest
group consider themselves to be advanced or expert level skiers while all of the Low and Medium
Interest groups are beginner or intermediate level skiers/snowboarders. Some barriers such as a lack of
time or personal reasons are hard to overcome, others may be addressed through increased promotion
and marketing. Chinese travellers are not overly optimistic about the likelihood to travel to Canada for a
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ski vacation in the next 2 years, and there is clearly a lack of knowledge about Canada’s ski areas.
Clearly this lack of knowledge about particular resorts - only Whistler registered more than 20% on the
knowledge scale- is something that needs to be addressed.
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